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Nowadays, human is facing many worldwide challenges created by modern, automatic and 

indoor lifestyle that to survive, we need to find a way helps us begin again, restart the world 

and as time gone by from the past to present, it’s education that can heal the world. 

 

To excel from gaps and space, the priority is how to set up an ideal education system that 

satisfy the 3F rule: Free, Focus and Fulfill. Specifically, when every local issue is now can 

become a global problem, all human in earth deserve to be educated for free to protect 

themselves and protect the living environment – nature; beside, due to the limit of time and 

resource, we should learn by focusing on the necessary things which meet the community’s 

demand; moreover, action speaks louder than word, let’s learn and make real, bring ideas into 

actuality, fulfill your dream by applying knowledge in realization. 

 

With the aim to perform the ideal 3F education model, we need more innovative methods for 

learning and studying. That is the reason why an E-MAP is coming. Generally, E-MAP is an 

“Education - Map - Adapt - Practical” model that help student become active learner and 

intelligent knowledge owner from primary to high school. Based on the self-study principle, 

E-MAP is a kind of flexible education that provide knowledge and skills for the next generations 

to be ready for future. The E-MAP routine is a circle that never end and support learner during 

their entire “studying – lifetime”, including 3 stages: Direction, Preparation and 

Transformation. 

 

First of all, the Direction should begin at primary school. Instead of studying the normal 

programs, children will mainly learn how to live without technology and learn by personal 

ability of each one which means that there is no more paper homework or common exam. This 

would be an “inspiration” time teaching kids to plant trees and flowers, raise pets, self-caring, 

basic self-protection and skills that needed. The kids will not be judged, instead, they will be 



encouraged to self-judging or group voting for their own results. Let’s close your eyes and 

imagine a world like that, when we teach children to be honest and fair-play, to respect and 

take the responsibility by themselves since they were a child. 

 

After enjoying inspiration, secondary school will bring the Preparation slowly come out. The 

new generation will be tested by real working task due to their dream work in future, children 

can pick up 1-5 hobbies and choose the 1-3 suitable work, get the training and take 1-3 mini 

project or product as result for final exam. This will help collect the fresh ideas and new trend 

from future leaders – children. Moreover, to get an overview about career, children will have 

chances to visit factory, field, museum, stadium and other working places that may become a 

part of their life in future. 

 

Finally, the Transformation jump in and make up the final decision in high school. This stage is 

very important that youth will have more opportunities to meet their dream works face to face. 

By being directed about the role of each position in society and how to choose the suitable 

works with personal ability…now, there will be more internship and entrepreneur model 

programs for high school student during summer vocation. Do not wait until college or 

university to start your own independent life, just live it from your teenage, explore the power 

of youth and remember that it’s never too young to reach out glory. 

 

E-MAP’s stages can be conducted by an online system such as websites or an application on 

mobile phone. Everyone can have an account to storage their study map (dream-work, 

interested opening course, scholarship, related certificate), receive useful tips and update 

newest information. For developing country with limited internet access or smartphone, 

document file system supported by schools and teachers. 

 

Every journey begins with first step, every success starts with new challenges. To have a free, 

focus and fulfill education for all, the most needed key factor is to believe. Let’s take on your 

map and go far from now so that together, we can go further! 


